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Football is often compared to chess, but football is team sports and chess
is two-person board game. Both are enormously popular games: the tele-
vision audience of the FIFA World Cup is tenfold that of the Olympics.
Chess is played by an estimated three hundred or five hundred million play-
ers. We have tried disassembling and reassembling each game from various
aspects. We noticed both games have a preponderance of draw games and
other similar dynamics. Our research is based on an examination of rules,
strategy, history, game refinement, and average draw rates.
First, we research each game ’s rules, history and strategy. Modern-

day football was derived from the same root game as rugby, with some
significant differences such as the use of hands, and the offside rule. The
offside rule of football once disallowed forward passes, but evolved into the
rule of three players offside and later two players offside. An ancient In-
dian strategy game called chaturanga is the common ancestor of the board
games chess, xiangqi, and shogi. The different versions arose with influence
from different cultures. Chess improved the efficiency in piece movement
so that some pieces became stronger, also adding special moves en passant
and castling. Rule changes precede tactics changes in gaming. For example
when the offside rule changed, the population of forward players between
middle fielders and defenders decreased.
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In this study, we applied the game-refinement theory to game statistics
of football and chess to investigate the acceleration of information. We
found that chess, with its historical similarity with xiangqi and Go, was
readily quantifiable. However sports such as football could not be easily
quantified for verification under the model.
For football, we verified based on the idea of the ”small game.” That is,

rather than considering amalgamated data for whole games, we observed
data for shots as“small games”within the context of the larger 90 minute-
game. As a result we found that football and chess held similar values for
game refinement. We also notice some similar features of players and pieces,
draw ratio, and high game refinement.
In conclusion, our study found some similarity for football and Chess.
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